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Ms. Karen Gould
Executive Director
Virginia State Bar
707 East Main Street, Suite 1500
Richmond, VA 23219
RE: Evaluation of Endorsed Professional Liability Program
Dear Ms. Gould:
This report presents the results of our analysis of the lawyers professional liability program now
endorsed by the Virginia State Bar. Major activities accomplished in leading to this report
include:
1. Receipt and review of information about the program:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Enrollment and premium history;
Loss data;
Program financial performance reports;
Policy forms and endorsements;
Applications;
Underwriting policies and procedures;
Claims and litigation management guidelines and procedures;
A list of risk management training offerings; and
The endorsement agreement.

2. Interviews with members of the Virginia State Bar Lawyer Malpractice Insurance
Committee;
3. Meetings in Missoula, Montana with Senior Managers of ALPS Property & Casualty
Insurance Company, the insurer that has underwritten the program and provided
services to Bar members since 2000;
4. Review of underwriting and claims files and written and video educational materials
developed by ALPS training staff; and
5. Market research on similar programs endorsed by other state bars.
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Work on this project was directed by Michael Kaddatz, CPCU, ARM. Jo Ann Wood, CPCU, AIC,
RPLU, ARM assisted with the field work and program performance assessment. Paul Cross,
ARM performed market research and coverage analysis.
The results of this analysis are presented in the body of the report. State Bar and ALPS
personnel have been helpful throughout the project in providing the information we needed to
conduct the analysis. We appreciate the cooperation of all involved.
We look forward to responding to your questions and comments concerning this report.
Respectfully submitted,

Michael M. Kaddatz, CPCU, ARM
Director, Risk Consulting Solutions
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I.

Executive Summary

The purpose of this assignment is to assess the Lawyers’ Professional Liability Insurance
program endorsed by the Virginia State Bar. Since 2000, the Virginia State Bar (Bar) has an
agreement with ALPS Property and Casualty Insurance Company, doing business in Virginia as
Attorneys Liability Protection Society, A Risk Retention Group (ALPS) to provide coverage and
related services for Bar members. The core goals of the assignment are to:


Examine the marketplace for LPL insurance and recommend whether the Bar should
continue to endorse ALPS;



Recommend terms and conditions for the endorsement, if it is to continue; and



Evaluate ALPS service performance and coverage features.

A. Virginia LPL Insurance Market
Three insurers dominate the Virginia insurance market for LPL. The companies and their
estimated annual premiums:


Minnesota Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company (MLM) -- $4.8 million;



ALPS -- $9.4 million; and



CNA Insurance Companies -- $12.0 million

We estimate that these insurers write in aggregate between 75% and 85% of the Virginia
lawyers in private practice. Over two dozen other insurers are filed with the Virginia Bureau of
insurance to provide LPL Insurance. In summary, there is a competitive and viable market
offering LPL insurance-buyers choice of coverage providers.
A change in the endorsement relationship between the Bar and ALPS will not, in our view, have
a material effect on the size or competitiveness of the LPL insurance marketplace.

B. The Endorsement
We recommend continuation of the Bar’s endorsement of ALPS for the following reasons.


The current arrangement has provided a stable source of coverage to the Bar since it
began; serving solo, small, and rural practitioners particularly well.



Rates, while not always the lowest, are competitive.
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The arrangement with ALPS allows the Bar material influence over changes in coverage
terms, educational program content and format, carrier financial performance
reporting, and services supportive of lawyers who need assistance.



The benefits just listed affect the quality of legal services, not just among ALPS insureds,
but also in the legal community at large, helping to ensure a better service quality for
the public.



For reasons discussed below and in the body of the report, ALPS has been a reliable
partner.



The endorsement is a hedge against a future insurance market crisis, such as the one
that occurred in the mid-1980s.



The arrangement is in place. If there were no current arrangement, we do not see
compelling reasons to initiate a new endorsed program. However, because of the
factors just listed, the benefits to the legal community in general would be diminished
with discontinuation of the endorsement.

The formal agreement between the Bar and ALPS is very detailed, clear in most respects and
fair to both parties. It sets for the obligations and privileges of both entities and has been a
clear guide for both ALPS and the Bar’s Lawyers’ Malpractice Insurance Committee. We have
seen no better endorsement agreement and recommend it be continued as currently written.

C. ALPS’ Performance Profile
ALPS has been a responsible partner in its relationship with the Bar, is well-regarded in the
industry and has favorable ratings among its policyholders. In our field work in ALPS
headquarters in Missoula, we were given complete access to files and personnel to aid us in
evaluating ALPS’ performance. Our key observations from that work are:


Financial – ALPS is a financially secure source of insurance, having earned an A(Excellent) AM Best rating with a stable outlook. Though relatively small for an insurer
with $35.6 million in surplus, ALPS manages its risk profile with appropriate use of highly
rated reinsurers;



Growth – ALPS has been growing in Virginia at a digestible pace and has maintained a
renewal rate with Virginia lawyers of 90+% over the past eight years. Surplus has grown
with premium growth and supports the company’s current size;



Management – ALPS management has developed a clear business plan, to which its
team members are clearly committed. It includes product and service enhancements
that benefit Virginia policyholders. The management team is stable, with key personnel
averaging 10 years with ALPS;
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Automation – ALPS is a paperless office operation, aiding processing efficiency. It is
quickly moving toward a client service model that is oriented to on-line functionality and
communication, meeting the needs of an ever more wired world;



Client Services – ALPS 2014 plan for education and risk management services is clearly
articulated and reflects the influence of those who know the Virginia legal community
best, the Lawyers’ Malpractice Insurance Committee; and



Coverage – ALPS is a leader in providing coverage to lawyers. Its standard coverage
features are at least as broad as those offered by competing insurers.
*********

The above and other findings are detailed in the body of this report, which should be read in its
entirety to obtain a complete understanding of our conclusions.
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II.

Program Background

The LPL program endorsed by the Bar is underwritten by ALPS. ALPS has been the endorsed
carrier since October 2000 when it entered into an agreement with the Bar to replace a
financially troubled predecessor. ALPS afforded prior acts coverage to all policyholders it picked
up from the prior carrier.
At the time of taking over the program, ALPS was a risk retention group (RRG) formed under a
special federal law permitting the RRG to provide liability insurance (including LPL) in any state
as long as it meets the insurance regulations of one state. ALPS filed as an RRG in Montana and
has maintained its headquarters in that state since its founding in 1988. ALPS management is
now converting the company to a standard commercial insurer and seeking admitted status
with the insurance departments of the states it wishes to do business in. While approved in
most of the states it has applied to, ALPS application in Virginia is still pending.
Since ALPS took over the program, it has grown steadily. The graph below displays the number
of firms, number of individual attorneys, and gross written premium in the Virginia program
from 2006 to 2013.
Virginia State Bar
Firms, Attorneys, and Gross Written Premiums
Lawyers Professional Liability Program
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The precise data for Virginia for 2013 is:




Firms -1839
Attorneys - 3,756
Gross Written Premium - $9.46 million
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The number of attorneys covered is an estimated 25% of the practicing attorneys in private
practice in Virginia. The program’s focus since it began has been on serving solo practitioners
and small firms. The average number of Virginia attorneys covered per policy is a little over two.
The $9.46 Virginia premium level is approximately 22% of ALPS nationwide premium volume.
Accordingly, Virginia’s LPL Program is a significant component of ALPS financial results. A
comparison of ALPS’ Virginia data to its data country-wide is provided in Appendix A.
By design the professional liability program provides its policyholders with access to advisory
services and training designed to improve law practice habits and reduce the exposure to
allegations of malpractice. ALPS professionals provide such services.
The State Bar’s Lawyer Malpractice Insurance Committee (LMIC) is charged with evaluating
Virginia’s insurance market and to make recommendations to the Council on whether to
endorse an insurer for malpractice insurance. Following the endorsement of ALPS, the LMIC
was tasked more specifically with monitoring ALPS’ performance. The major activities of the
LMIC include:


Receiving and evaluating quarterly financial reports from ALPS;



Working with ALPS in the design of CLE programs on ethics and risk management for
bar members;





Reviewing and approving the ALPS budget for administration and risk management
which is funded with fixed percentage of Virginia premiums and with revenue from
training program tuition; and
Reviewing and commenting on premium rates, the rating methods, coverage features,
and loss experience.
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III.

ALPS’ Performance Profile

When association-endorsed insurance programs are successful, most of the following features
are present:


The program is subscribed to by sizeable percentage of the eligible association
members;



The insurer is financially sound, meaning it is adequately capitalized to weather years of
adverse results and is profitable over the long run;



Program coverage and service features are designed to meet unique characteristics of
the membership and/or to afford benefits that are unavailable or unaffordable from
other insurers; and



A trust relationship develops between the association and the insurer, allowing them to
solve program challenges as partners, not adversaries.

In this chapter, we report on our evaluation of ALPS as a partner.

A. Financial
When looking at ALPS financial strength, we considered the following.
1. A.M. Best Rating. A.M. Best rates ALPS A- (Excellent) and judges ALPS to be stable. The
rating agency considers any company rated between B+ and A++ to be secure. Thus,
ALPS is considered secure.
2. IRIS Ratios. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners developed a series of
financial ratios as early warning tests to identify insurers in need of scrutiny. These 13
ratios evaluate the adequacy of surplus in relation to growth, profitability, loss reserve
adequacy, and liquidity. Eleven percent of all insurers fail at least 4% of the ratio tests.
ALPS has passed all 13 tests based on its 2013 results. It also passed all IRIS tests in each
of the three previous years made available to us. A recap of those results appears in
Appendix B.
3. Reinsurance. Regardless of the preceding two tests, at $42 million in annual premium
and $35.6 million in surplus, ALPS is a comparatively small insurer. To manage its risk
profile, ALPS purchases reinsurance to protect its balance sheet from unexpected large
losses. We examined a list of reinsurers ALPS uses for this protection and find them to
be rated as secure by AM Best.
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Over the last eight years for which we have financial data for ALPS, the company has
experienced two years (2008 and 2011) with net losses. Yet, ALPS has over the entire period
grown its surplus by over a third from $26 million to $35.6 million. These factors are indicators
of sound financial management.

B. Management
In our meetings with ALPS personnel in Missoula, we spent significant time with the company’s
leadership. ALPS strategic direction was clearly explained to us and includes the following major
components.


Change from a risk retention group to an admitted carrier in all states where ALPS
intends to do business.



Continue to focus on LPL as a direct writer.



Seek to add states to its position as the state bar endorsement leader.



Add other lines of insurance (e.g. employment practices liability, cyber, crime, and office
contents coverages).



Facilitate customer convenience by providing more on-line access for training,
application submission, quotations, policy issuance, certificates of insurance, and claim
reporting.

Overall, the plan is designed to grow the company and attract capital. It seeks to leverage ALPS’
leadership position as a LPL provider. Adding other lines of insurance routinely purchased by
law firms, coupled with on-line access to quotations, should produce sales synergy and
promote loyalty from this one-stop-shop approach.
The plan has a certain business logic that we like. ALPS is already far along in automation with a
paperless operation and developing a portal for access by policyholders. It has added new lines
of insurance conservatively, in that it reinsures 100% of the new exposures with carriers
familiar with these types of insurance. The management team appears enthused and
committed to carrying out the plan.
A strength of the company is the tenure of its management team. Except for President and CEO
David Bell who is in his second year with ALPs, the team members and their years of service
with ALPS are:


Chris Newbold, Executive Vice President – 12 years



Bradley Dantic, General Counsel – 11 ½ years



Sara D. Smith, Chief Financial Officer – 11 years
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Matt Lubaroff, Director of Client Services – 4 ½ years



Erika Taylor, Underwriting Manager – 14 years



Rob Tameler, Claims Manager – 15 years

ALPS’ financial strength, a sound business plan, and a seasoned management team are key
ingredients for success. We see stability and innovation coexisting at ALPS. These factors help
make ALPS a reliable and effective business partner for the Bar.

C. Underwriting
Eight underwriters plus a manager staff the underwriting function. The manager and
underwriters are supported by a team of processors who perform data entry, policy and
endorsement issuance and related functions. Paper is minimized by the software that ALPS has
developed to support underwriting and other company functions.
Underwriting professionalism is promoted by Erika Taylor, the unit manager, by setting
educational goals for the underwriting staff. Professional credentials earned by the staff include
two Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) designations and four Registered
Professional Liability Underwriting (RPLU) designations. Two more underwriters are currently
studying for the RPLU designation.
The underwriting methodology utilized by ALPS has not changed since underwriting was
brought in-house in the early 1990s. Each attorney from an applicant firm is rated, starting with
a base rate which is then modified for:
 Practice area;
 Continuing legal education;
 Firm claim experience;
 Firm size and other characteristics;
 Coverage choices (e.g. limits, deductible, retroactive date); and
 Underwriting judgment.
The premium charging formula is detailed in Appendix C. The rates and factors used by the
formula are reviewed biannually by ALPS’ independent actuary. The formula design is sound,
providing for consideration of the most important risk factors, while giving the underwriter
discretion to adjust prices for competition or risk characteristics not allowed for in the formula.
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Underwriting is the key discipline in an insurance company that prices its product. The
premiums charged in the aggregate must provide adequate revenue for losses, expenses, and
profit. The premiums must also consider the state of the insurance market. In the short run,
some profit can be sacrificed to maintain market share. In the long run, profitability must be
attained to ensure financial stability, independent rating status, and credibility with regulators
and policyholders.
ALPS has a professional and seasoned team of underwriters and a formula/process that has
produced profitable results over the long run. The number of Virginia lawyers in the program
has grown by 18% since 2006, with most of the growth (15%) occurring in the last four years.
Interestingly, the growth in the last four years has occurred as the average premium per
attorney increased by almost 20%. The program has retained 90% or more of its renewals since
2004. The table below illustrates these factors.
Virginia State Bar
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The 90%+ retention rate indicates the program rates are competitive. Feedback from departed
policyholders to ALPS personnel indicates that attorneys who leave for cost reasons do so only
when premiums offered by competitors are substantially different, i.e. more than 10%. The
value survey conducted approximately three years ago confirms that ALPS’ pricing is not
generally the lowest, but other program features help to retain participants.

D. Claims
From the moment they are reported, claims and lawsuits are handled by ALPS’ claims unit
which is staffed with seven attorneys. Rob Tameler is the Claims Manager. Most of the Virginia
claims are handled by Mike Flaherty who is located in Virginia. Mr. Flaherty also handles claims
in other jurisdictions. The six other attorneys, including the claim manager, are in Montana.
Some Virginia claims are handled from Missoula. Having attorneys as claims handlers brings a
level of professionalism, knowledge, and understanding that well-serves the unlucky 4% of
insured attorneys that incur claims. We noted solid claim management practices in place,
including:
 Comfortable caseloads for claims handlers;
 Careful selection of outside counsel when warranted;
 Litigation management standards for counsel, including:
o Billing guidelines;
o Weekly meetings;
o Case budget with a litigation plan; and
o 90 day minimum reporting cycle.

 Complete and well-structured electronic claim files.
Professional liability claims are obviously sensitive matters that threaten an attorney’s
reputation and cause him or her significant stress. One of the most common sources of
complaints in programs like this is from policyholders who are dissatisfied with the manner in
which their claim was handled. However, no one on the LMIC or on Bar staff reported hearing
of such concerns. This speaks well of the work the ALPS claims unit is doing.

E. Client Services
Matt Lubaroff heads the client services function. Six professionals are devoted to seeking new
business. Nine account managers work on renewals. Two of the nine are devoted to Virginia
and three of the remaining seven handle some Virginia accounts.
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ALPS initiative to move toward accessible quotations and renewals online is an important
component of changing with the times. Management has expressed their intent is to conduct
business in this fashion, similar to the model used by personal lines carriers like Geico,
Progressive, and Liberty. This model should not only add value for policyholders, but also create
efficiencies for ALPS, resulting in lower costs and making peripheral coverage sales easier.
The Administration and Risk Management Fund is utilized to afford specialized services to
members of the Bar. The 2014 plan is to spend approximately $300,000 generated by the
contract provision that provides 3% of earned premium as called for the in the Endorsement
Agreement, plus a portion of CLE revenue as negotiated between ALPS and the LMIC.
The 2014 plan calls for the expenditure of those funds:
 $130,000 – Ethics, Professionalism, and Law Practice Management Education, including:
o The Fall CLE Tour;
o The Bar’s Risk Management Website;
o Speaking at Local and Specialty Bars; and
o Some Webinars and On-Demand Content.
 $100,000 – Risk Management Education in Substantive Areas of the Law, including:
o Some Webinars and On-Demand Content; and
o Education by Subject Matter Specialists in Substantive Areas of the Law.
 $70,000 – Resources to Directly Aid Lawyers in Need, including:
o Risk Management Hotline;
o Lawyers EAP; and
o Lawyers Helping Lawyers.
All members of the Bar benefit from the availability of these services. Lawyers not participating
in the LPL insurance program are required to pay tuition for attending all sessions versus no
tuition or a lesser tuition for LPL program participants. The tuitions for even the nonparticipating lawyers are more reasonable than most competing programs.
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IV. Coverage Terms
Three insurers dominate the Virginia insurance market for LPL coverage: 1) Minnesota Lawyers
Mutual Insurance Company (MLM) with an annual premium volume of $4.8 million; 2) ALPS
with an annual premium volume of $9.4 million; and 3) CNA Insurance Companies, with an
annual premium volume thought to be at least $12.0 million. We estimate these three insurers
in aggregate write between 75% and 85% of the Virginia lawyers in private practice. There are
over two-dozen other insurers who have filed with the Virginia Bureau of Insurance to provide
Lawyers’ Professional Liability (LPL) insurance in Virginia. Appendix D contains a list of those
carriers.
We attempted to review the coverage forms of the largest providers of LPL in Virginia. We then
obtained policies and forms filed with the Virginia Bureau of Insurance (a division of the Virginia
State Corporation Commission). The Bureau was unable to locate all of the filings we requested.
Five carriers we identified as significant writers in Virginia and were able to obtain policies to
compare are:
1. ALPS Property & Casualty Insurance Company (ALPS);
2. CNA Insurance Companies (CNA);
3. Liberty Insurance Underwriters Inc. (Liberty);
4. Minnesota Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company (MLM); and
5. Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America (Travelers).

A. LPL Insurance Policy
LPL forms generally start from a common base:
 Covering liability arising from providing legal services and personal injury related
thereto;
 Provision of a defense against claims;
 A generally uniform set of exclusions; and
 A coverage trigger geared to when the claim is made.
From this base, however, coverage may vary significantly from carrier to carrier. Each insurer
has unique provisions in its policy form and has the option to add or take away coverage from
its base form via endorsement. Comparing forms on a static basis may yield misleading
conclusions, as a deficiency or an advantage in an insurer’s form can disappear if the
underwriter elects to modify the base policy. Nevertheless, we have identified several
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important coverage features that often vary below. For a complete comparison including more
detailed policy language see Appendix E.

B. Defense Costs Within or Outside of Limits
Defense costs include defense counsel fees, expert witness expenses, and other costs expended
to defend a claim. Legal malpractice claims are complex by nature. Defending such claims
frequently demands experts be involved and requires copious discovery efforts. As defense
costs increase, an important consideration is whether or not they are within or outside a
policy’s limit. If they are within, they erode a policy’s limits leaving less money available for
damages.
The policies reviewed from CNA, Liberty, and MLM have defense costs within limits. Traveler’s
policy has endorsements that write claim expenses either within or outside of limits. ALPS’
policy covers defense costs outside of limits. ALPS utilizes an expense fund with $500,000 (or
$1 million for an extra charge) set aside for defense costs, before eating into the indemnity
coverage limit.

C.

Settlement Consent/Hammer Clause

All forms we reviewed promise not to settle a claim without written consent from the insured.
However, many follow with a Hammer Clause. This clause warns that if a lawyer doesn’t
consent to a Carrier’s settlement agreement and instead elects to continue legal proceedings,
the insurer’s liability is then limited to the amount incurred up to the consent refusal date.
Thus, a Hammer Clause effectively reduces a lawyer’s coverage to the settlement amount.
Liberty, MLM, and Travelers have a Hammer Clause. CNA and ALPS do not. ALPS gives a lawyer
the right to appeal a settlement decision to peer review, but with a time contingency.

D.

Supplementary Payments

All of the reviewed policies provide for expense reimbursements related to days a lawyer needs
to attend a trial or deposition. The maximums for a policy period (or extended reporting period)
range from $5,000 (ALPS, MLM) to $50,000 (Liberty).
Similarly, all reviewed policies offer expense allowances for defense of disciplinary and/or
regulatory proceedings. Maximum allowances range from $5,000 (ALPS, MLM) to $100,000
(Liberty), subject to underwriting.
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E.

Selection of Counsel

Given that malpractice claims can have dire effects on reputation and standing, it is obviously
desirable for a lawyer to have input to the selection of counsel. Some policies require
acceptance of the carrier’s chosen lawyer, while others are more flexible.
All of the reviewed policies, with the exception of MLM’s, have provisions for mutual selection
of defense counsel. ALPS does not charge additional premium for this provision. Liberty’s
mutual selection endorsement requires additional premium.

F.

Overview

In our judgment, ALPS is a leader in providing broad, friendly coverage terms among the
Virginia LPL carriers. Its base policy form offers more coverage benefits than the forms of its
competitors. As stated previously; however, the competitors are able and selectively do expand
their policies to equal ALPS in some cases.
ALPS does offer a scaled-down coverage form for lawyers seeking economy over coverage
breadth. This lower-cost option is especially designed to attract new lawyers who are in the
building stages of their careers.
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V.

Endorsement

Endorsed or sponsored lawyers professional liability programs operate in 38 states. Thirteen
states do not offer endorsed programs. One state endorses two carriers. The table below
summarizes the status of endorsed programs in the United States.
Endorsement Status of Lawyers’ Professional Liability Insurance Programs
#
STATES

Insurer
Attorneys Liability Protection Society Inc. (ALPS)

13

None

12

CNA Insurance Companies

10

A Mutual or Exchange Created by the State Bar

8

The Bar Plan

2

Liberty Insurance Underwriters Inc.

2

Minnesota Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company

2

Arch Insurance Company

1

Fireman’s Fund Insurance Company

1
Total

51

We spoke with state bar representatives in 17 states. Their feedback is provided in Appendix F.
From these discussions we learned:
1. Formal written agreements with endorsed carriers, such as VSB has with ALPS, are the
exception rather than the rule;
2. Where agreements did exist, they were often with an insurance broker vs the insurer
and provided for:


Service expectations defined;



Marketing plans set forth;



Three-year agreements; and



Ninety-day opt out.
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3. Only one other state with an endorsed program reported receiving the benefit of as
much as 3% of written premium. Most were for between 1% and 2%;
4. In states with no endorsed program, reasons given included:


Bad experience with ANLIR;



More pressing insurance issues (i.e. Medical);



Current market provided sufficient options; and



Concerns over liability trail to state bar.

A.

Advantages/Disadvantages

In looking at the LPL program in Virginia, the endorsed program with ALPS has the following
advantages:
1. Leverage with an insurer that ensures a sum of money is devoted to:


Education aimed at the ethical and professional practice of law in Virginia;



Funding EAP-type programs for lawyers going through emotional and other
crises; and



Development of improved education and communication tools like Webinars
and websites devoted to conducting necessary insurance transactions.

2. Creates an accountability relationship between the Bar and its members for the Bar to
monitor the insurer’s performance;
3. Creates an accountability relationship between the endorsed insurer and the Bar with
respect to the insurer’s performance;
4. Affords the Bar the opportunity to critique coverage terms, provide input on education
session content and structure and help resolve conflicts between program participants
and the insurer; and
5. Presents solo and small practicing lawyers with a coverage option that has been vetted
and therefore saves the time of evaluating numerous insurance options.
Disadvantages of the Bar having an endorsed program include:
1. Requires time and effort to monitor; and
2. May create some liability if monitoring process proves insufficient and someone is
damaged as a result.
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B.

Evaluation

The market for lawyers’ professional liability insurance in Virginia is currently very competitive.
ALPS, MLM and CNA combine to insure 75% or more of the attorneys practicing in the state and
there are at least another two-dozen carriers filed to provide such coverage in Virginia. There is
no current or recent shortage of available carriers to insure the professional acts of Virginia’s
attorneys.
The current arrangement between ALPS and the Bar was struck in a time of crisis, ANLIR’s
insolvency in 2000. ALPS responded in a time of need. A very detailed contract was established
that clearly set forth the obligations of the Bar and ALPS. We judge the contract, which still
governs the relationship, is fair to both sides.
The endorsement gives ALPS first priority on any attorney who asks the Bar for a source of
professional liability insurance. The endorsement also provides ALPS with great visibility in the
legal community at educational events, local and specialty bar meetings and related events.
The number one source of referrals to ALPS comes from this relationship. Virginia premiums
are over 20% of its total business, making the Bar a critical partner.
The Bar has benefited from this relationship as well. It has been able to recommend ALPS to its
members and know that they are receiving high-quality services, broad coverage and
competitive premiums. ALPS has been a reliable partner in the relationship. The Bar has further
been able to ensure the promotion of best practices among its members by utilizing the Risk
Management Fund to fund educational efforts. The Bar has influence on the content and
frequency of educational events. These services have probably benefited small, solo and rural
practitioners the most.
In our judgment, the relationship between ALPS and the Bar is sound. It is producing benefits
that either ALPS or the Bar, working on their own, would not be able to realize. There is no
insurance availability issue that would indicate the need for an endorsed program. However,
because the current endorsed program exists and is working well, we conclude it should be
continued under its current terms.
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Virginia Firms Attorneys and Gross Premium

ALPS -- Country-wide
PERIOD

# FIRMS

# ATTORNEYS

GROSS PREM

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

5,012
5,016
5,060
5,145
5,231
5,357
5,478
5,867

12,467
12,275
12,137
12,317
12,451
12,418
12,643
13,616

40,661,515
39,285,505
37,584,404
37,161,299
37,556,491
37,240,261
40,497,693
42,190,661

ALPS -- VIRGINIA Only
PERIOD

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

# FIRMS

1,555
1,541
1,559
1,605
1,645
1,702
1,699
1,839

# ATTORNEYS

3,283
3,208
3,197
3,302
3,357
3,412
3,405
3,756

GROSS PREM

7,744,336
7,535,625
7,273,141
7,347,646
7,663,015
8,060,374
8,952,606
9,457,831
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ALPS PROPERTY & CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
d/b/a

ATTORNEYS LIABILITY PROTECTION SOCIETY,
A Risk Retention Group
RATE FILING
Effective January 1, 2013
(For policies quoted on or after November 15, 2012)
PART I.

FORMULA FOR CALCULATING GROSS WRITTEN PREMIUM

Aggregate Sum of:

PART II.

Policy A Premium (see Part II), plus
Policy B Premium (see Part III), plus
Policy C Premium (see Part IV).

PREMIUM FOR POLICY A – LAWYERS PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

To Calculate Premium For Each Attorney in Firm:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Base Premium For Each Attorney
Prior Acts Coverage Credit
Premium for Coverage Period
(1) x {1-(2)}
Continuing Legal Education Credit
Area of Practice Surcharge/Credit
Limited Practice Credit
Attorney's Individual Premium
(3) x {1 - (4) + (5) + (6)}
Title Insurance Agent Surcharge
Final Attorney’s Individual Premium
(7) x {1 + (8)}

To Calculate Premium for Firm:
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

Sum of all Attorneys’ Individual Premiums
Firm Claim Profile
Base Premium (1) x Applicable Claims Surcharge
Initial Firm Premium
(10) + (11)
State Relativity
Adjusted Firm Premium
(12) x (13)
Firm Size Credit/Surcharge
Ratio of Non-Attorneys to Attorneys Surcharge
RISC Visit Credit
Scheduled Risk Rating
Base Firm Premium @ $100,000/$300,000 limits with a $1,000 deductible
(14) x {1 + (15) + (16) - (17) + (18)}
Increased Limits Factor
Deductible Factor
Firm Premium @ Insured Limits
(19) x {(20) - (21)}

ALPS Rate Filing - Effective January 1, 2013
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(23)

Additional Policy Options
A.
Enhanced Defender Coverage Premium:
{$120 x total number of chargeable attorneys}; and
B.
Core Settlement Services Endorsement Premium:
$90 Flat Charge Per Policy.

(24)

Premium for Policy A
(22) + (23)A + (23)B

(25)

Part-Time Policy Premium Credit – if applicable
(24) x .50

(26)

Total Premium for Policy A:
A.
B.

Standard Pricing
(24) ÷ (1 - (Producer Commission Percentage – if applicable*))
Part-time Pricing
(25) ÷ (1 - (Producer Commission Percentage – if applicable*))
*See Producer Commission Schedule - Page 9

BASE PREMIUM AND MINIMUM PREMIUMS
Base Premium For Each Attorney:
Minimum Annual Policy Premium:
Minimum Annual Part-Time Policy Premium:

$1,900
$750
$500

SURCHARGES AND CREDITS
Prior Acts Coverage
Years of Prior Acts Coverage
6+
5
4
3
2
1
0

Credit
0%
Up to 5%
Up to 10%
Up to15%
Up to 25%
Up to 40%
Up to 50%

Continuing Legal Education Credit
For Ethics, Risk Management, Loss Prevention &/or Office Management Seminars Attended (Minimum 3
hrs. in the last 12 months): 10% credit
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Area of Practice Surcharge/Credit
Area of Practice
Anti-Trust/Trade
Arbitration/Mediation
Bankruptcy
Civil Litigation – Defense
Civil Litigation – Plaintiff
Collection Repossession
Copyright/Trademark
Corporate/Transactional
Criminal
Domestic Relations
Entertainment/Sports
Estate/Probate/Wills
ERISA/Employee Relations
Gaming/Casino Representation
Government
Labor
Mergers/Acquisitions
Natural Resources
Oil/Gas
Patents
Patents
Real Estate
Securities Exempt/Bonds
Securities/Registered Offerings
Tax
Workers’ Compensation

Percentage of Practice
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Greater than 20%
Less than or equal to 50%
Greater than 50%
All
All
All
All
All

Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to
Up to

Credit/Surcharge
60%
-28%
5%
-28%
85%
35%
75%
5%
-40%
-20%
15%
-5%
18%
50%
-10%
-28%
50%
-5%
35%
130%
100%
90%
5%
55%
20%
-20%

Limited Practice Credit
For individual attorneys within a law firm who practice less than full-time: Up to 50% credit

Title Insurance Agent Surcharge
For individual attorneys who offer services as title insurance agents: Up to 300% surcharge
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Prior Claims Surcharge
A claims surcharge will not apply until payment on the claim (expense &/or indemnity) exceeds
$30,000. Use the table that corresponds to the number of surchargeable claims. Combine the
applicable surcharges to obtain the claim surcharge factor that will be used in the firm claim profile.
Single Claim
Surcharge Year
Surcharge
1
50%
2
40%
3
30%
4
20%
5
10%
6+
0%
Two Claims
Surcharge Year
Surcharge
1
125%
2
110%
3
95%
4
80%
5
65%
6+
0%
Three or More Claims
Surcharge Year
Surcharge
1
294%
2
268%
3
241%
4
215%
5
189%
6+
0%

ALPS reserves the right to designate any particular claim as non-surchargeable and waive any such surcharge which
would otherwise apply to said claim if ALPS determines, in its sole discretion, that such a waiver is reasonable and
appropriate based upon the facts and circumstances related to the claim.
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State Relativity Factors
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Colorado – Denver County
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Georgia
Guam (U.S.)
Hawaii
Idaho
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan – Exclusive of Wayne County
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada, Clark County
Nevada – Remainder
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York City
New York – Remainder
North Dakota
Northern Mariana Islands (U.S.)
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
Virgin Islands
Virginia
Washington – Snohomish, King, Pierce, Thurston, Kitsap Counties
Washington – Remainder
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

ALPS Rate Filing - Effective January 1, 2013

1.45
2.00
.50
1.03
.95
1.00
.75
1.10
1.00
1.18
2.00
.90
.85
.75
.72
.70
.90
.85
1.05
.85
.72
1.00
.65
1.80
.80
.85
1.07
1.85
.85
.71
1.12
2.00
.70
.85
1.15
.68
.62
.75
.80
1.80
.75
1.50
.68
.90
.85
.72
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Firm Size Credit/Surcharge
(Number of Attorneys)
Number of Attorneys
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8, 9, 10
11 - 25
26 - 75
76+

Credit/Surcharge
+30%
+15%
+5%
-2%
0%
-10%
-15%
-10%
-27%
-34%
-15%

Ratio of Non-Attorneys to Attorneys Surcharge
Ratio
0.00 – 1.00
1.01 – 2.00
2.01 – 3.00
3.01 – 4.00
4.01+

Surcharge
0%
15%
35%
50%
65%

RISC Visit Credit
For a voluntary RISC visit conducted by ALPS, response to report and payment in full for services: Up to 5%
credit

SCHEDULED RISK RATING
ALPS will consider scheduled debits and credits up to + 40% for the following areas:

Debits
Absence of clerical staff
Claim frequency
Commercial advertising/website
Incomplete/illegible application
Partial practice in a higher-risk state
Office management
Continuity of firm
Conflict of interest
Outside interests
Increased exposure in area of practice
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Credits
Client types and mix
Office management
Reputation
Clientele
Docket control
Continued Coverage
Continuity of firm
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RATE VARIABLES
Increased Limits Factor
Policy Limits Per Claim/Aggregate
100,000/300,000
250,000/250,000
250,000/500,000
500,000/500,000
500,000/1,000,000
1,000,000/1,000,000
1,000,000/2,000,000
2,000,000/2,000,000
2,000,000/4,000,000
3,000,000/3,000,000
3,000,000/6,000,000
4,000,000/4,000,000
4,000,000/8,000,000
5,000,000/5,000,000
5,000,000/10,000,000

Factor
1.00
1.39
1.51
1.55
1.68
1.77
1.88
1.99
2.12
2.27
2.40
2.53
2.66
2.79
2.92

NOTE: Limits in excess of $5 Million per claim/$10 Million aggregate are underwritten
and quoted based upon terms of reinsurance agreements.

Deductible Factor

Deductible
1,000
2,500
5,000
10,000
25,000
50,000
100,000*
250,000*

Indemnity & Defense
Costs Factor
0.00
0.04
0.06
0.14
0.31
0.49
0.83
1.15

Indemnity Only Factor
(First Dollar Defense
Option)
-0.02
0.02
0.04
0.07
0.16
0.26
N/A
N/A

* Denotes that these deductibles are not available on an indemnity only basis. A flat charge of $250 per
attorney will be added to cover anticipated expenses on policies issued with these deductibles.

Part-Time Policy Premium Credit
Attorneys in a solo practice averaging twenty-five (25) hours or less in monthly billing: 50% credit.
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Enhanced Defender Coverage Premium Per Attorney
Attorneys Professional Liability Protection Plan
With Enhanced Defender Option

$120.00

Core Settlement Services Endorsement Premium Per Policy
Attorneys Professional Liability Protection Plan
With Core Settlement Services Endorsement

PART III.

$90.00

PREMIUM FOR POLICY B – EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES LIABILITY

Standard Limit:

$100,000 per claim/$100,000 aggregate
(NOTE: Limits in excess of standard limit are underwritten and quoted
on a facultative reinsurance basis).

(1)

Base Premium for Each Attorney:

(2)

Premium for Policy B
(1) x Number of Attorneys in Firm

(3)

Total Premium for Policy B:

$70.00 per attorney - standard limit only

(2) ÷ (1 - (Producer Commission Percentage – if applicable*))
*See Producer Commission Schedule - Page 9

PART IV.

PREMIUM FOR POLICY C – CYBER RISK AND SECURITY BREACH LIABILITY

Standard Limit:

1-10 attorneys
$100,000 aggregate;
11+ attorneys:
$250,000 aggregate
(NOTE: Limits in excess of standard limit are underwritten and quoted
on a facultative reinsurance basis).

(1)

Base Premium for Each Attorney:

(2)

Premium for Policy C
(1) x Number of Attorneys in Firm

(3)

Total Premium for Policy C:

$35.00 per attorney - standard limit only

(2) ÷ (1 - (Producer Commission Percentage – if applicable*))
*See Producer Commission Schedule - Page 9
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INDEPENDENT PRODUCER COMMISSION SCHEDULE
Colorado Insurance Producer

20%

Iowa Insurance Producer

14%
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Appendix D
Professional Liability (LPL) Insurance Providers in
Virginia

D

A.M Best Rating

Lawyers Professional Insurer in Virginia

NA

Admiral Insurance Company

A

Allied World Assurance Company

NA

Arch Insurance Group

RRG

Attorneys' Liability Assurance Society Inc. (ALAS) A Risk Retention Group

RRG

Attorneys Liability Protection Society Inc. (ALPS) A Risk Retention Group

A

Carolina Casualty

A

Chartis Lawyers Professional Liability Program

NA

Chubb - Executive Risk

A

CNA

A

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company

NA

First Mercury Insurance Company

A

Great American Insurance Company

NA

Hartford Specialty

A*

Liberty Insurance Underwriters Inc.

NA

Liberty Surplus Insurance Corporation

NA

Lloyd's of London - Attorney Select

A

Mainstreet Financial Service, Inc.

A

Minnesota Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company

NA

Old Republic Insurance Company (Chicago Underwriting Group)

NA

OneBeacon Insurance Company

A

Plus Companies, Westchester Fire Insurance Co. - Law/Pro Plus

NA

Professional Insurance Liability Organization, Inc. (Lloyd's of London)

A

Professionals Direct Insurance Company

A

State National Insurance Company

A

Swiss Re Commercial Insurance

A

Travelers - DRI (Defense Research Institute)

NA

United National Insurance

A

XL Select Professional (listed formerly as Greenwich Insurance Company)

A

Zurich

Appendix E
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Carrier and Policy Comparison
REF

COMPARISON
ELEMENT

ALPS

CNA

Liberty

MLM

Travelers

1

Headquarters

Missoula, MT

Chicago, IL

Boston, MA

Minneapolis, MN

Hartford, CN

2

# Years Writing Legal
Insurance

25

48

15

32

68

3

AM Best – Rating

A- (Excellent)

A (Excellent)

A (Excellent)

A- (Excellent)

A+ (Superior)

4

AM Best – Size

VI ($25 Million to $50 Million)

XV ($2 Billion or greater)

XV ($2 Billion or greater)

VII ($50 Million to $100 Million) XV ($2 Billion or greater)

5

AM Best – Outlook

Stable

Stable

Stable

Stable

Stable

6

Hammer Clause?
(Consent to Settle)

Yes.
If you refuse to consent any settlement or
compromise recommended by us and
acceptable to the claimant and elect to
contest the claim, then our liability shall
be limited to the amount for which we
would have been liable for damages and
claim expenses if claim had been settled
as recommended. We shall have no
liability for claim expenses incurred
thereafter and reserve right to withdraw
from further investigation/defense ...

Yes.
If the insured refuses to consent to any
settlement recommended by US and
elects to contest … then OUR liability
for the claim will not exceed the
amounts for which the claim could have
been settled within applicable limit
including claim expense incurred with
our consent to the date of such refusal.

Yes.
In the event Company recommends
settlement and Insured refuses to consent
…Company will not pay more for Damages
and Defense Expenses than the combined
total of:
1) recommended settlement amount
2) Defense expenses incurred prior to
refusal date
3) 50% of Damages and Damage Expenses
incurred in excess of 1 & 2

7

Recommendation of
Counsel

Yes.
Mutual consent of counsel, no
additional premium.

Yes.
Yes.
No.
Mutual Consent Endorsement Mutual Choice of Defense
No provision in policy.
Counsel Endorsement This is a
mutual designation subject to 8
conditions and inconsideration of
a premium charged

Yes.
Mutual Choice of Defense
Counsel Endorsement

8

Supplementary
Payments – Subpoena
Assistance

Yes.
$500/day
$5,000 maximum per Policy
Period or ERP, irrespective of
#attorneys involved

Yes.
$500/day
$15,000 max/Insured and
$30,00 max/Policy
(irrespective #)

Yes.
$5,000 / insured person
$15,000 / policy year for all
insured persons
Bonds, Taxes

No.
No.
If you disagree with our decision to settle Insert Consent to settle language
a claim, as the insured party you have the here.
ability and right to appeal to a peer
review.(Upon receipt of notice of such an
appeal, ALPS in its sole discretion shall
determine if there is adequate time to
conduct the peer review, taking into
consideration court calendars, settlement
demand deadlines, discovery deadlines
and the like.) If that panel agrees with the
insured, ALPS will defend the claim with no
loss of coverage.

Yes.
Yes.
$500/day
$5,000 per period
$10,000 / claim; $50,000 / period
(or ERP)

Carrier and Policy Comparison
REF

9

COMPARISON
ELEMENT

ALPS

CNA

Liberty

MLM

Travelers

Within Deductible? No

No

No

No

No

Within Limits? No

No

No

No

No

Yes.
$20,000 for each Attorney
and in aggregate reported
during policy or 60 days after
exp. for one proceeding.
$100,000 maximum despite
No

Yes.
$25,000 per period (or ERP);
100,000 aggregate

Yes.
$5,000 per period

No

No

No

No

–

No

No

Within.
"Separate Claim Expenses
Endorsement Limits"
Replaces verbiage in Declarations
(can't find) that has Limits, Inclusive
of Claims Expenses, (for additional
premium)

Within.
Claim expenses reduce the policy's limits
of liability and claim expenses apply to
this policy's deductible

Within.
A claim expense shall first be
subtracted from the limit of liability.
The remainder, if any, is amount
available for damages.

Both.
Base policy form is Within. However,
"Limited Claim Expenses Outside the
Limits of Liability Endorsement" add
promise to pay claim expenses in addition
to damages outside the limits for an
increase in premium.

Supplementary
Payments –
Disciplinary/Regulatory

Yes.
$5,000 per proceeding, $5,000
Policy maximum

Within Deductible? No
Within Limits? No
Outside.
Claim Expense Allowance – Claim expenses
first applied against the claim expense
allowance. Any claim expenses paid by
ALPS will not be applied against or reduce
the limit of liability until after the claim
expense allowance has been exhausted, at
which time any additional claim expenses
paid by ALPS will be applied against and
reduce the limit of liability available to pay
damages. Pay to defend against your claim
up to 50% of limit.

Yes.
Will reimburse for reasonable
expenses to investigate, defend,
etc. Excludes fines, wages.
Deductible, Limits determined in
Declarations

10

Defense Costs – Outside
or Within Limit?

11

Available Limits:

$10 M per claim & aggregate
Higher limits available on request

$10 M per claim & aggregate $10 M

$15 M per claim & aggregate

$10 M

12

Available Deductibles:

$1,000 to $250,000

$0 M to $2 M

$0 to $250,000

$1,000 to $100,000

$1,000 M to $500,000 Loss only

13

Limits in Excess of
Deductible?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Both (by endorsement)

14

Loss Only / First Dollar
Defense (FDD) or
Aggregate Deductible?

Both available

FDD available

Both available

FDD available

–

Carrier and Policy Comparison
REF
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COMPARISON
ELEMENT

ALPS

CNA

Liberty

MLM

Travelers

Any following services
covered?
Pro Bono

Yes

Yes (Insured Definition)

No

No

No

Director, Officer or
Public Official

No

No

No

No

No

Fiduciary (under ERISA)

No

No

No

No

No

Yes.
Provided has been an insured for 5 or
more consecutive policy periods. Available
for free with unlimited duration upon
request.

Yes.
Provided meet notification
conditions and not due to suicide or
substance abuse.

No.
Don't see provision for retirement, death,
etc. just for cancellation or non-renewal
(60 days).

Yes/No.
For Retirement doesn't look automatic
or free. Option to purchase 1,2,3,7 or
unlimited ERP for premium subject to
underwriting. For death or disability an
unlimited ERP is extended at no charge
(120 day proof/notification) provided
no suicide or substance abuse.

No.
Don't see provision for retirement, death,
etc. just for cancellation or non-renewal.

16

Automatic Extended
Reporting Period for
Death, Retirement,
Disability (ERP)?

17

Prior Acts

Yes.
Subject to retroactive date.

Yes.
Provided no notice to a prior
insurer, and no insured had a
basis to believe that an act
might reasonably result in a
claim prior to policy's
inception date, and no other
policy providing insurance.

Yes.
Provided firm qualifies. No notice
to a prior insurer, and no insured
had a basis to believe that an act
might reasonably result in a claim
prior to policy's inception date,
and no other policy providing
insurance.

Yes.
Provided insured no knowledge
which could reasonably result in
claim at policy effective date.

Yes.
Provided insured no knowledge
which could reasonably result in
claim at policy effective date.

18

Innocent Insured
Protection

Yes.
Provided (1) didn't commit; (2)
didn't remain passive; (3) prompt
notification

Available according to
promotional materials in
Virginia, although I couldn't
locate provision

Exclusion #2 for Fraud, Criminal,
Malicious, etc. Acts is removed
provided (1) didn't personally
commit; (2) did not remain
passive. But coverage shall be
excess of deductible …

Yes.
Provided (1) no knowledge; (2)
took preventative action; (3)
prompt notification

Yes.
Exclusion "E" for Fraud, Criminal,
Malicious, etc. Acts is removed
provided (1) didn't participate in;
(2) or have knowledge …

Carrier and Policy Comparison
REF

COMPARISON
ELEMENT

19

New Lawyer's Program

20

Who is covered?

ALPS

CNA

Liberty

MLM

Travelers

Yes.
Available in Spring 2014.

"Small Lawyers Program" (134)
(in VA via Pearl Insurance)
"Value Plan" endorsement

Not sure.
Size guidelines according to ABA
are 1-75.

No.
MLM has a program – but it is
not available in VA.

Not sure.
Size guidelines according to ABA
are 1-100.

Partners Leaving
Employed Attorneys
Leaving
Part-time Legal Work

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Non-practicing Lawyers

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Government

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

In-house

No

Yes

No

No

No

New Attorneys

–

–

–

–

–

Independent Contractor Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Of Counsel

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

21

RM Incentives

Yes.
If claim resolved via mediation or
arbitration, 50% reduction in
deductible up to $12,500
maximum.

Mediation (see p. 18)

None

None

Yes.
If agree to settlement in
voluntary mediation 50%
reduction in deductible up to
$25,000 maximum. Does NOT
apply to voluntary arbitration.

22

Cyber / Network Privacy Yes, available as stand-alone.

NetProtect Endorsement
(p94)

No coverage

No coverage

No coverage
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State 1
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
No.

2. If not, why not?
Late 1980s Bar seeded a mutual company – but never endorsed (didn’t think necessary). It is a
separate entity, no legal relationship, and has recently de-mutualized and re-chartered in D.C.
Sort of grew apart from Bar as leadership turned over.
Bar has no hard feelings about what occurred. Curious if really best outcome for our lawyers.
Would be amenable to another endorsed program. Currently most concerned about medical.
Very active Insurance Committee. CNA (via Gilsbar) very active in our State, as is St. Paul.

State 2
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
No.

2. If not, why not?
Bad experience with an endorsed program – carrier went bankrupt in 2000 (ANLIR). Have a nonendorsed broker that provides benefits. No discounts, gets space on website. Feel like we get a
better policy than if did own own.
Looked into endorsing a program again in 2005, but not ready yet.

State 3
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes. Endorse – Lockton Risk Services for malpractice placement, very happy with Lockton and the
arrangement.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
CNA for the past 4 years.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
Yes.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
Out of 7,600 total Bar members, about 4,000 are privately practicing attorneys. MLM other main
carrier in State. CNA and MLM both have about 40%. Close to $2 million written by CNA in
endorsed LPL program. Growing.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes. Minimum of $20,000 a year that we have earmarked for a campaign to build a new bar
association headquarters and use for training.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Yes. CLEs open to everyone, we Sponsor the several sessions and doesn’t matter if you are an
insured or a member of the bar. CNA does some malpractice training and sends speakers to our
annual program. They have a loss control portal on their website we have access to, probably
underutilized by our members. They push out a newsletter to our insured members. They will also
send all members if we coax them.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Not related to malpractice. We have another sponsored broker that handles peripheral
coverage’s and benefit programs.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?

An Insurance Committee that consists of 7-8 volunteers and chaired by a supremely experienced
member. They meet at least twice a year, more if necessary. CNA will provide premium forcasts
and claim reports for discussion. Our Bar’s Board of Directors is huge with large agendas and
most of this insurance information will be processed by the Committee, not the Board.

11. How are service issues handled?
They would likely be received by Executive Director and then flow through the Insurance
Committee. Can’t recall last complaint. Small ones like submitted request for quote and haven’t
heard anything for two days.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Couple things not mentioned above already … (1) Input on counsel. We have an panel of 11 or 12
Bar recommended attorneys that CNA will use as local counsel. (2) We have a “Confidential Ethics
Hotline” where members can speak with counsel in Chicago regarding ethics scenarios,
confidential and doesn’t get to carrier.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
First two years just had handshake. Broker agreement with Bar doesn’t have a whole lot in it.
Talks about period length and provides for quarterly (or is it semi-annually) reports. Nothing in
there about personnel.

State 4
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Not an exclusive endorsement, but ALPS gets first calls.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
ALPS (since 1970).

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
Not exclusive. When someone calls, ALPS is the first recommendation. But they aren’t always
cheapest and in some instances might not be best fit.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
In terms of percentages, one of largest ALPS market penetration. Lots of categories not eligible
for ALPS (AG’s office biggest “firm” in State, corporate lawyers).

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes, receive about 10,000 – 15,000 put towards lawyer assistance program.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Yes, carrier they run CLE programs all the time, no Bar membership requirement. ALPS provides
risk evaluations and risk management services whenever we ask for help.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Yes, Disability, Business Overhead, Hospital Indemnity Plan, etc. Recently entered partnership for
Dental, Vision … don’t have a Group Plan, offering members this service,though. We are a
combination Bar / Foundation and they used to do some peripheral coverages like D&O for
foundation.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
No.

10. How is program managed?
Bar governance – just 5 Board of Commissioners smallest in Country. Don’t have an insurance
subcommittee or anything like that. Board handles.

11. How are service issues handled?

Don’t have any service related issues. Anything close to an issue would revolve around pricing.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Not an exclusive endorsement, so expectations adjusted accordingly. Strong service in general.
More preventative emphasis than other companies. We get a little cash, in addition they provide
articles for our Magazine,CLE, risk management training, etc.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
One of initial ALPS states. Never had need for written agreement.

State 5
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes, an exclusive endorsement.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
Liberty. Aon’s Affinity program.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
–

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
About 1,500 members in their program. Large firms go elsewhere, these are practically all very
small firms.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes, about 1%.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
They do a CLE program and pay for everything for 1,800 lawyers, 5 locations and 5 times a year
for 3 Ethic credits and program probably costs $100,000.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Yes, just started personal lines program. Not an exclusive endorsement.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
Yes, we get some cash back and their marketing efforts. Happy with attitude. Other carriers have
provided us with materials but the expected us to disseminate them. We feel like that is
something the carrier should do.

10. How is program managed?
Our Insurance Committee meets 4-5 times a year to review extensive claims reports and talk
about rates and claims trends. The carriers meet with our programs once a year.

11. How are service issues handled?
No complaints. They would flow through Executive Director who would call an Aon VP, who would
appeal on our behalf.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Discounted rates for members and RM support. Effort to please every member.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
No formal endorsement contract, do vote formally to endorse the program and send a letter to
that effect.

State 6
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
No.

2. If not, why not?
For many years (70’s through the 90s) we had an endorsed carrier and through our program we
maintained a market in our State. During the early 2000s the market was soft here and there
were numerous companies writing business in our State. Our Insurance Committee and Board felt
there was no need to “endorse” a carrier since there were many offering varying products and
prices.

State 7
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
No.

2. If not, why not?
Formed a mutual company in 1986 because only 2 companies writing in Maryland.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
Now we have a handshake agreement with a different mutual company – MLM.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
Yes. Our original mutual. No real relationship anymore except Exec Committee members.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
Not sure.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
No revenue, just service, marketing, sponsoring of events.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Yes.

8. Any other peripheral services?
–

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?
No management or monitoring from our office. Exclusively done through MLM.

11. How are service issues handled?
Any issue in our office would be forwarded to MLM.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
–

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?

No formal agreement.

State 8
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
Thinks it is Fireman’s Fund via Mercer (formerly Marsh)

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
Not sure. 15 years with broker.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
$1.1 million

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes, Bar receives revenue. The percent is confidential and revenues aren’t earmarked for anything
particular.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Broker provides educational training and risk management training upon request.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Yes – all other lines Life, Health, Work Comp, Business, etc. provided through Marsh. LPL is
biggest.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
Yes.

10. How is program managed?
Insurance Committee meets once or twice a year.

11. How are service issues handled?
Through broker.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Knowledge that due diligence has been done to find an excellent program.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Unsure about specifics. Royalty mentioned as key ingredient.

State 9
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes. Very recently endorsed ALPS.

2. If not, why not?
Board had always been very weary of endorsements and we just never had one.

State 10
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
CNA (since 1960).

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
No.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
Premium size a little over $1,000,000. Not sure about market size; currently investigating similar
percentage – those insured versus bare.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes, receive more than 3% of premium. Revenue isn’t earmarked for anything particular.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Yes, carrier offers variety of educational programs. Anyone can participate. Members receive
discounted rate. Do an ethics training 3x a year in 3 different parts of State. Other RM training
offered – how to avoid malpractice claims.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Yes, Disability, Business Overhead, Hospital Indemnity Plan, etc. Recently entered partnership for
Dental, Vision … don’t have a Group Plan, offering members this service,though.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?
Through our broker acts an intermediary between Bar and CNA.

11. How are service issues handled?
Association doesn’t deal with specific service issues – would be handled by broker.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Members assured they are with a solid, well vetted program – solid company, solid product, been
there a while and will be there to call with questions. Coverage for pro bono services a plus. As a
Bar, one of the key benefits is in terms of the public – can be sure they are getting legal assistance
from lawyers well-backed.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Expectations (marketing, service) are defined. Percent that association will earn.

State 11
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes –with Marsh.

2. If not, why not?
–

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
Been with CNA for 5 years.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
Westport. They pulled out of market.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
$5,000,000 in 2012.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes, somewhere around 1% to 2% of premium. Money used for education programs, designated
for risk management training, continued education.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Agreement with Broker. No direct training from CNA. They provide speakers, though. The CLE
programs we do are available to Bar in general. There is a 5% premium credit to Bar members
that take the RM program, too. We are provided a “Hotline” that we can call and confidentially
discuss issues with attorneys w/o talking with Insurer.

8. Any other peripheral services?
No peripheral coverages,just malpractice.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
Not applicable.

10. How is program managed?
An Insurance Committee that meets once a month. A local representative from Marsh and one
from Headquarters attend. Committee is liason between Bar and Marsh/CNA

11. How are service issues handled?
Broker. Committee would be approached to apply some leverage.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Stability! Some companies in and out of market. Can be sure ours is stable. We can’t make
underwriting decisions, but with an endorsed program certainly have more influence. And key
benefit of endorsement is for smaller/solo practitioners – large firms have marketing resources,
but small ones don’t. Joint decisions w/ Broker on insurance.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Walkaway clause –we have 3-year contract, but have 90 day notice to terminate.

State 12
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes.

2. If not, why not?
–

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
ALPS for 27 years.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
No.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
No idea.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
We receive funding for our Lawyer Assistance Program.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
ALPS provides attorneys that speak at seminars.

8. Any other peripheral services?
No.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
No.

10. How is program managed?
No oversight besides Executive Director’s office.

11. How are service issues handled?
Executive Director handles issues and is only attorney in office.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
The funding for our Lawyer’s Assistance Program began last year. Articles for magazines,
speakers at seminars or meetings. Good service.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Don’t have a written agreement.

State 13
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
Our exchange and CNA (via USI Affinity)

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
–

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
Don’t know.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Confidential.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Yes. Training, risk management.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Yes. Health benefits.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?
Outsource management of program to private company. Have an Insurance/Member Benefits
Committee that reviews all member benefits and insurance.

11. How are service issues handled?
By the management company

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?

Knowledge that the Committee has reviewed carefully the programs available to our members
and they will not be dealing with any fly-by-night firms. These are well vetted programs with
quality services and good rates.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
The goals that are established – market penetration and service quality. Obligation to have
offices in Cities.

State 14
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
No.

2. If not, why not?
The State Bar of has not endorsed an insurance carrier since American National Lawyers
Insurance Reciprocal (ANLIR) days. That experience was sufficient to end any further discussions
about endorsements, even until this day. We have an active Lawyers Professional Liability
Committee and they remain adamantly opposed to doing any endorsement.

State 15
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
No.

2. If not, why not?
Insurance Benefits Committee’s strategy was to have the Bar be a marketplace for diverse
population of lawyers that any one particular carrier wouldn’t necessarily fit. Original goal to
have website act as this marketplace with information.
Recent direction has been to enter an exclusive arrangement with one Broker (not an
endorsement) that offers and educates about many different programs. Bar members get some
perks and discount in exchange for exclusivity.
Committee had concerns in past about an official endorsement because of liability issues. Felt
endorsement label might imply we’ve vetted all programs available (which might not necessarily
be true) and decided one is best.
Mutual benefits – Broker licenses our logo to use in marketing material. Bar features their
program on CLE, they get sponsorship opportunities and access to all our members. They do
several webinars a year and other risk management related training.

State 16
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
State mutual company

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
–

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
About 7,000 insureds of 20,000 actives, probably about 1/3 penetration. Some corporate and
larger firms too big for our mutual, they do their own thing. CNA recently entered and now
competing pretty strongly with our mutual.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
–

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
They sponsor a ton of stuff and are very generous with their time and personnel. Legal services,
transitioning lawyers

8. Any other peripheral services?
Subsidiary agency (not owned by the Bar, little different set-up than in other States, like Ohio that
owns their agency) – all other services run through them (disability, home, auto)

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?
–

11. How are service issues handled?
No issues. Our mutual’s forte is service. Exec Dir never had complaints on malpractice issue, they
really go overboard maintaining spotless reputation for servicing members.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
–

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
–

State 17
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes (not formal, handshake)

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
ALPS.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
No.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
Not sure. Our research indicates about 80% of our active lawyers purchase malpractice (they
aren’t required to) but actual carrier not part of scope.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Sponsorship support, not direct revenue . Very generous with support at annual meetings, for
example.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Have a big, annual ALPS retreat with training. Other stuff on an as-needed bases. They are very
generous.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Lawyers Assistance Program partly funded by ALPS.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?
No management, really. Receive phone calls and pass on to an ALPS contact. Our office would
touch base with ALPS management, frequently (not necessarily scheduled) but they would be
handling complaints directly. They make underwriters directly available to any member with
coverage question. ALPS extremely open and very cooperative. Don’t receive service complaints.
Anything closely resembling a complaint would be price related, and likely by a new lawyer. ALPS
is addressing this and looking at a Reduced Rate program for that segment.

11. How are service issues handled?
Very few issues. See above.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Stability. ALPS is there and always has been. MLM, Hartford have come in and left and with ALPS
big level of trust.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Not a formal agreement. Handshake.

State 18
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Yes.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
CNA is currently the endorsed carrier. Long time agreement with Broker.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
–

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
About $18 million.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Yes, about 2%. Half into operating fund and half into a reserve fund. Additionally, they co-sponsor
events and training, do all marketing and administration and come to ADA meetings and others
when requested.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
(see above) Loss prevention counsel to members by two available lawyers and paralegal; hotline
available and confidential; provide articles, speakers, etc.

8. Any other peripheral services?
No auto or homeowners, don’t add anything that isn’t of perceived value
No other endorsed program but Broker offers access to Accidental Death, Business Overhead,
Officers & Directors, etc.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
No.

10. How is program managed?
Broker, Insurance Committees (one focusses on P&L), meet at least twice a year and as needed,
can make recommendations to Board of Governors.

11. How are service issues handled?
Broker

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Negotiated language, have some influence, right to audit program, some non-compete
stuff,access to data by our actuaries, full cost structure disclosure, right to audit carrier.

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Ownership/right to program records. 3-year term. Obligations set up in agreement. Loss
prevention details, fees.

State 19
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
The Bar Plan (mutual). Preferred, not exclusive.

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
Separate entity, with own Board of Directors.

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
No.

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
Unsure.

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Discounts.

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Dispute resolution programs, at annual meetings and conferences. They co-sponsor some
education stuff. We both do CLE.

8. Any other peripheral services?
Nothing specifically preferred/endorsed; work comp, life, etc.

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
No.

10. How is program managed?
Insurance Committee meets as needed.

11. How are service issues handled?
Any complaints would be heard by Member Services; might make it to Committee.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Discounted rates, sponsorships, cooperation with CLE

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Not sure of specific features, knows of a cancellation provision.

State 20
1. Do you have an endorsed lawyers professional liability insurance program?
Endorsed partner (MLM) now separate entity with charter

2. If not, why not?
Not applicable.

3. Who is the insurer? How long have you been with them?
MLM

4. Have you used other carriers? Experiences?
–

5. Premium size? Market percentage?
MLM biggest; Aon is aggressive

6. Does the Bar receive any revenue (or expense reimbursement) from the program?
Approximately how much? What is that revenue used for?
Royalty arrangement, LPL is flat sponsorship agreement not based on premium and subject to
renegotiation. Sponsorship relation / exhibits at Convention (multiple cities/multiple
conventions). Speakers, exhibit space, advertising in magazine. MLM web portal. New attorney
program (little cheaper)

7. Does insurer provide educational programs to all Bar members? Frequency, content?
Yes, not exclusive (by law), co sponsor events

8. Any other peripheral services?
–

9. Does the Bar benefit? Percent of premiums?
–

10. How is program managed?
Ins. Committee meets 4 times/year. Advisory role, independent bar, don’t do lots of program
management, MLM does, committee has influence (eg. they instituted new lawyer program
advised on by us)

11. How are service issues handled?
MLM would handle unless re-occurring. Committee gets involved in big picture needs.

12. What are key benefits to the Bar from this endorsed program?
Vetted. Close working relationship, customize program

13. What are most important features of endorsement agreement?
Sponsorship specs, exclusivity

